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The UNM Law School will he
holding pre-law night tonight to
provide inform,ation to all persons
interested in attending law school.
The l-aw School is
1117 Stanford,N.E.
'
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Gilben .Merkz, newly elected pn~sident of the Faculty Senete
spnks on the six-week dtYJp policy.
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traordin~ry
circumstances that
would wai:rent withdraw! from a
course,~' the proposal said:
· Once a stud~nt has been granted
that permission, a grade of WP, if
the student is passing the course, or
WF if the student is failing, would
be reported by the instructor. A WF
would be 'computed into the
student's scholarship index asan
"F".
The proposal was passed with
little opposition from the floor,
with the exception of Prof. Richard.

Berthold who voiced a loud "No."
The faculty Senate previously
voted to change the drop-add
period from 12 weeks to two weeks.
The faculty, however, voted 98 to
40 last May, against the proposal
and petitioned the senate to review
its action.
In other action the faculty Senate
elected new officers: Assoc. Prof.
of Sociology Gilbert Merkx,
president, and Women's ·Athletic
Director Linda Estes, vice
president.

ASUNM May Fund

NORML's Campaign
.ROBERT L. LEE
NORML, in the amount of $1,775,
LOBO Staff Writer
is ,being sponsored. by Sens. Ann
The ASUNM Senate will con- .Qunphy,. R,uay Martinez, Robert
sider an appropriation for the state Roibal and Mimi Swanson .
.chapter Qf Jhe~ National . (;)rgani~ ·, . · Alex Kaplan, state coordinator
z~tion for the· Reforin of Marljua.~a. · for NORML, .said that if~the bill
Laws at its regular meeting toniglif. passes, he plans to use$1 ,5{)() of the
The Senate mc;:ets every Wed- money to' finance an adVertising
nesday at 7 p.m; in rooms 250A-D campaigo. The point of the ·aaverof the New ~exico Uriion
tising would be. to get. the 6,000
The appropriations bill for registered voters' signatun:s necessary to hold a city referendum on
marijuana.
The referendum would ask
Albuquerque voters if they want
marijuana decriminalized locally.
Kaplan said the referendum would
propose a maximum $25 civil fine
increased state appropnation.
for possession of Jess than one
The ·University favors a ounce.of marijuana.
"uniform tuition credit," Weeks
The law now provides a
said. State universities with the maximum $509 fine·and/or t 5 days
highest tuition rates, Weeks said, in jail for possession of less than an
now, in effect, subsidize those with ounce. Kaplan noted that this law
the lowest tuition. The uniform also provides for a· potentiallytuition credit plan would correct damaging criminal arrest ·record,
this situation, and at the same time while possession of less than an
would allow state universities with ounce . under his. propos~d law
high tuition rates to have more "would be handed exactly like a
tuition money available to spend.
traffiC ticket.''

Tuition ·Hangs ·on Sta.te Decision,

j

(

By p.M. FLYN~
LOBO Asst. News Editor
The Faculty Senate Tuesday
passed, by a voice vote, a new dropadd policy which would allow
students until the sixth week to
withdraw from ·" course without the
':.sttide~t's record being affected.
· The proposal was passed after an
hour debate on the senate floor.
Originally the proposal made by
the Admissions and Registration
Committee allowed the stud~nt
• only until the fourth week to withdraw unilaterally from a course.
The change was made by an
amendment from the floor.
The "new policy, fCpassed by the
faculty as a whol.e, will become
effective during the academic year
1978-1979.. .
Under the new drop-add rules,
students will have until the third
week of the summer session to
~ithdraw unilaterally from a
co\)rse,
_
Withdraw!., from ·a ·course after
tbe · six-week period would require
·permission of the dean of the
student's college. "This .permission.
would be given only when a student
could _supply evidence of ex- ,

By ROBERTR. LEE.
-To increase resident tuition at
- LOBO Staff Writer
the three schools by 22.7 per cent,
U.N.M.
administration's and non-resident t!!ition by about
legislative lobbYist said Tuesday the $1.50 per credithour.
University has not taken a definite
-To increase both resident and
position on a tuition increase at non-resident tuition by about 14 per
UNM.
cent at all three institutions.
The LOBO reported Monday
Weeks also said the BEF will
that Bill Weeks, the ad- probably meet to determineits final
ministration'S' lobbyist, had asked recommendations on <funding
ASUNM Lobby Committee expenditures for state schools in the
Chairperson Leonard GarCia for middle of November..
.
this opinion on a $20 to $30 tuition
Bob- Huff, staff director tor the
increase.
BEF, said the ~oatd members heard
Tuition at UNM may or may not the four alternatives at ·a BEE
go up, depending on what the state ~eeting in August, and .that the·
Board of Educational Finance board s¢med ''to be taking_ no
(BEF>' recommends to the. position."
legislature after November. The . Huff said, "They ((he board)
. eleven-member board decides what really didn't think they had enough,
is ali acceptable level of expenditure· or the right alternatives in front of
· for each state-supported university, them, ·and they directed us (the
and then ·reco.mmends to the board staff) to come up with some
legislator~ means of funding those additional alternatives.''
expenditures.
Another alternative that has been
The BEF this year has thus far discussed; Huf( said, is making
been· presented with fo\Jr alter- . graduate tuition at the three
n'ativ.es concerning ·funding at universities higher than un•
UNM, New Mexico State and New dergra.duate tuition.
M'exico Tech. (These three
Huff also said, 4 'The cost of
universities are treated a~ a group education has been pushed up by
by th~ BEF).
. inflation, and at least several board
Weeks, said ''We haven't taken a members feel that tuition has to
definite position on arty oft he four keep pace (wilii inflatiorJ)."
. alternatives. We're still studying
Weeks said the University would
them."·
like the BBF ~'to take ·a look at
The f<'>ut ~:~.ltemafive-s, prepared tuituion as a percentage of ·total
by the BEF. staff in cooperation educational costs.''. This has been
with university representali ves 1 ttr.e: suggested to' t1~e board irt the past,
~To maintain the present tuition Weeks said.
.
..
rates at all three univershies. ·
Weeks said that, "One .of our
·---T!l increase resident tuition at goals is to generate a. 15 per cent
the three 5chopls by 13.1 per cent; increase in expenditures.'' . .
..
. and non-resident tuition by ·about · A LOBO story published
Sl .so pet credit hour.
Monday sta.ted that the Univetisity

was considering "trading" a $20 to
$30 tuition increase for a $1.5
million increase in the state appropriation for UNM. In fact, the
$1.5 million increase would be one
part .of ;the 15 per .cent increase in
UNM' s ·overall level· of expenditures (assuming this happens).
In addition, any tuition increase
would also be part of the proposed
15 per cent increase in expenditures,
and would not be «traded" for an

A UNM fl_tudent makes use of a potters whHlin the basement of the New Mexico Union Building.
The basement craft shop is available to all UNM students, faculty and staff.
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Lance Foresaw Job

.g wASHINGTON (UPI)-While his banking affairs~six months learning Lance would be nambef to
;, Ber( ,Lance met privately with before Carter won the election.
a top administration jo
ast
:-a President Carter at the White
The testimony;·~mady by ban)<: November.
0 House Tuesday, new testimony examiner Charles Stuart to the Stuart and Thomas Brown,
showed he anticipated a top
Internal Revenue Service (IRS) was another bank examiner, both told
job-and possible problems with released at a hearing of the Senate the !RS they were in Tarleton's
-----------=-==Governmental Affairs Committee Atlanta office May 13, 1976, when
which is looking into Lance's Tarleton concluded a meeting with
financial problems.
Lance.
Lance is scheduled to testify
Stuart
said
Tarleton,
before the committee Thursday and "specifically stated that Lance' told
Friday: but his future may have him that if Mr. Carter was elected
been decided during a private 30- President of 'the United States,
minute session with Carter Lance would be nominated for a
Tuesday,
high post ion."
Both men d~clined comment
Stuart quoted Tarleton saying,
afterward and Press Secretary Jody "Lance spoke with him about ~hat
Powell said he does not think . could be done with (the Calhoun
Carter asked his budget director. Bank problem) in the event an FBI
and longtime frind to" resign.
b ac kgro un d investigation
"I don't know if he did, but I materialized."
would be very surprised, " Powell · The FBI routinely checks all
said.
persons nominated for top federal
During Tuesday's hearing on jobs.
Capitol Hill, the committee
Brown agreed with Stuart ihat
received an IRS report from Stuart Tarleton mentioned the likelihood
with ·statements directly con- that Lance would get a high
CLOSE-OUTS
tradicting
testimony of his fellow government job. if Carter were
AND SELECT
bank
examiner Donald elected.
federal
II(REGULARS
Tarleton, however, told the
[II.US SPKW.IUYSIV(lYDAY Tarleton. ·
It was Tarleton, the Atlanta- committee he did not recall any
based regional bank examiner, who such statements.
According to Powell, there also
took Lance's Calhoun National
Bank of Georgia off the federal was a conflict of memory at the
~!!!!!!~!'!!!~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.!~':.!'i~ro~u~b~l~ed~'::_'_!!li~st~j_!!u~st:._.!h!!;O!,!!U!!rs~a!!!f~te:!r· White House-this one between
-~
Carter and Lance.
·-ii.,
Powell repeated that when Carter
• THF. UNIVERSITY 01' NEW MEXICO .
nominated Lance to be budget
director last December, the only
financial problems he was aware of
related to Lance's unsuccessful
1974 bid for Georgia governor.
But he said, "Although the
President has no recollection of it,"
Lance remembers telling Carter in
November his bank at Calhoun also
had loan problems. Powell said
Carter has no reason not to believe
Lance's account.
"Neither the President nor Mr.
Lance felt the problems mentioned
were a matter of concern inasmuch
as they had been cleared up,"
Powell said.
Tarleton was not so willing to
trust the mempry of his fellow bank
examiners.

STUDY IN SOlJJiH
AMERICA
·•

__

LATili{..\M£111Ck!OH:F,NJ'ER

Tongsun Stays, J:!ut
SEOUL; South Korea-South Korea said Tuesday it will not force
Tongsun Park to go to Washington for questioning in the Capital Hill
bribery scandal but indicated it will let U.S. investigators came to
Seoul to help "put an e"nd to this thing."
Foreign Minister Park Tong-Jin, speaking to reporters on the eve of
his departure for New York to altend the 32nd session of the (J.l'-1Gekleral Assembly, said his government was eager to mend itsquarrel
with the United St!'-tes over the issue.

U.S. 78 Budget $458 Billion
1

WASHINGTON-House and Senate negotiators Tuesday approved a federal budget of $458.25 billion next year, without any
provision for a rise in social security payroll taxes.
The budget, covering fiscal year 1978 beginning Oct. 1, was expected to receive quick, final approval from both chambers. It is arefinement of budget targets set by Congress in May.
The House version contained leeway for an increase in social
securi.ty.
·

20th Jail Death in S. Africa
I

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa-A Black student leader once
touted by a white editor as South Africa's first Black Prime Minister,
has died in jail, Police Minister Jimmy Kruger said Tuesday. He was
the 20th to die in police custody in 18 months.
Steve Biko, 30, founder of the South African Students'
Organization, had been confined to the Eastern Cape Province for the
past four years, died Monday of unknown causes after a one week
hunger strike, Kruger said. ·
.
·
'

Fuel Price Decontrol Urged
WASHINGTON-Engergy experts, saying President Carter's
energy plan "simply defers the crisis," urged the United States
Tuesday to let domestic fuel prices rise without controls and to take
every possible step short of•war to weaken the foreign oil cartel.
In a report offering an alternate strategy, a dozen economists.
Scientists arrd engineers blamed past U.S. government policies for
many of the n;ltion's energy problems. They said Carter's plan continues some of those policies and does too little to correct others.

18··Die in Kansas City Flood
KANSAS CITY, MO.-Flash flooding with powerful, surging
crests of water up to 20 feet high brought death and uncounted
millions of dollars of destruction to the metropolitan area Tuesday,
triggering power failures and gas-fed explosions and fire.
At least 18 presons were killed in Kansas City's worst disaster since
1951. Dozens more were injured and hundreds driven from their
homes.

Cholera Infects Europe

DEADLINES FOR ..... ,...,.,,.,.
July 1st tor the Fell
October 15th tor th~ Sp•rin'
........__,.,., ....,_

--":"---

. By 'United PreS~> lnt~rnational

277·2636

,,

By United Press International
A cholera epidemic that has
stricken more than 2,000 persons
and claimed 69 lives in the Middle
East struck EUrope Tuesday with
cases reported in Britain, Italy,
West Germany and Holland involving travelers from infected areas.
Health officials launched an

GOLDEN FRIED
CHICKEN

SPECIAL COUPON
.OFFER!
2 PCS. GOLDEN FRIED CHICKEN
POTAtO SALAD OR COLESLAW OR FRENCH
FRIES, BEVERAGE
REG. $1.29 VALUE
WITH THIS COUPON

LOMAS. AT YALE

1977" .

USE OUR CONVf.NIENT
DRIVE UP WINDO.W
AT 1830 LOMAS_ATYALE.
OTHER LOCATIONS:

5431 Central NW
10015 CENTRAL NE
MONTGOMERY Et
JUANTABO
HOURS:
11:00AM TO 10:00 PM
SUN. THRU THURS.
11:00AM TO 11:00 PM
FRI. &SAT.

emergency drive to stop the disease,
but warned Moslems on their
annual pilgrimmage to Mecca
probably will spread it still further-possibly around the world.
Syria has been hardest hit by the
amoeba, with 2,121 cases and 68
deaths reported there. Jordan has
registered 200 cases, Lebanon
IJ~with one death-and Kuwait,
Saudi Arabia, Iran and the Israelioccupied West Bank of Jordan all
have reported outbreaks of the
·
disease.
One Beirut cholera specialist
warned "things could get much,
much worse" if the epidemic is not
contained by the peak of the pilgrimage season in about two months.
At least a million pilgrims are
. expected to make their way to
Mecca in Saudi Arabia, the holiest
place in Islam, and they come from
the Far East as well as the Arab
world. Many are. from under·
developed countries With sketchy
health precautions.
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Even under normal conditions,
such an influx can heavily tax sanitation facilities, although Saudi
Arabia has some of the best. health
care personnel in the Middle East.
There is fear that when the
pilgrims return to their home
countries-some as far away as
Indonesia, Pakistan and the
Philippines-they will take cholera
with them.
Jordan has barred pilgrims from
entering its cities and announced it
is setting up "health stations" for
them on some desert routes to
Saudi Arabia.
But despite health precautions in
the affected areas, the disease hall
traveled as far as Europe.
Two cases have been reported in
Britain-an Iraqi man hospitalized
after arriving from Baghdad and an
English woman who had just
returned from a vacation in
Turkey.
Italy reported one confirmed
case-a Turkish woman tourist.
West Germany said a 38·yar-old
truck driver from southern Ger·
many who was in Iraq last month
and drove his truck through Turkey
on the way home had been hospitalized with cholera.
In the Netherlands, health officials said a Turkish woman who
had just arrived from Ankara was
hospitalized with cholera in the
eastern butch city of Nijmegen.
The Comma-shaped cholera
bacteria enters the body via the
mouth, usually in contami11ated
food or water, and infects the small
intestine. It has· a 40 to 60 per cent
fatality rate in untreated cases
although prop~r medical care
reduces the death rate •
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Maxwell Museum:
A~ Bit of Everything

UNM Area Specified
'

Land Use Plans Needed

~
:;;

~
By JAN LESLIE
~LOBO Staff Writer
n
By ED LOPEZ
The UNM area is one of the three area," said Cottrell, "but we need a ~
The Maxwell Museum of Anthropology will feature an Eskimo
LO!JO Stl!ff Writer •
in the city that requires a sector- plan so that this is done properly." ?l.
show and an exhibit of Southwest history this year as part of the
Citing the pressing need for a plan soon, said Cottrell, the others
museum's displays.
-<
development p·lan in the UNM area, ·being the Winrock-Coronado and
Although the city has not establ- b
A film entitled "We Live by Animals" will explain how Eskimos
city councilman Marion Cottrell downtown . areas. Because other ished any formal boundary lines for g
hunt near the Arctic, what is done with the animals and why certian
will introduce a memorial this week plans are needed, Cottrell said the the UNM sector, Cottrell said 1-25 ~ ,
one are killed, said Marian Rodee,· registrar for the museum.
requesting
that the city's admin- city planning department may not may serve as the boundary to the g
The first show will begin Oct. I , and will continue through the first
istration
complete
a sector-plan of be able to complete a plan for the west, Girard Blvd. to the east, and .n:
of next year.
·
the
University
area
within .four UNM area in the time requested.
Lomas Blvd. to the north. Both §.
The Eskimo show will replace the Mimbres pottery show Which is
months.
The bulk of the University area Stadium and Gibson Blvds. have ~
currently on display.
A memorial is merely an ex- has been designated for multi-resi- been mentioned as southern :;;:
The Mimbres pottery show is funded by the Mimbres Foundation,
pression
of the council's wishes in a dential dwellings. "There is a need boundaries, but either Lead or Coal :.
which works on putting pottery pieces together that have been exand has no ·power to '
certain
area,
~
UNM may be chosen instead.
cavated and collected by members of the foundation, said Linda Bahinstitute
changes.
m of the Maxwell Museum.
Cottrell, a civil-engineering
The Southwest history show will focus on the American Indian
professor
at UNM, said the rapidly
settlement. Four showcases will be ready for display by Sept. 30, said
changing
University
area requires a
Rodee.
'
A new exhibit starts Sept. 9 ill the First Plaza Galeria Mini- · plan for the orderly development of
multi-residential dwellings that also
Museum, called "Man: the Musicmaker-Revisited." Judith Hays, in
protects
the integrity of singlecharge of the Mini-Museum exhibits, said some musical instruments
family
dwellings.
on display will be available to play by the visitors .•
"Uncontrolled growth creates
The exhibit contlimes.through Dec. 16.
congestion,
parking problems,
A lecture scheduled for Oct. 15 wi)l include displays of Egyptian
solar-access
problems,
and could
Children's tapestries. The lecture continues through Dec. 5, in
efhave
adverse
environmental
Maxwell Museum, Rodee said.
said
Cottrell.
fects,"
The museum occasionally display a few fossils, but "no 'one can
Cottrell said that although the
identify fossils very well," Rodee said.
city
does not have to act on a
Listen and Dance to
She said the fossil museum nearest to Albuquerque is in Denver .
memorial,
it generally does. He
. Linda Bahm of Maxwell Museum said people donate, sell and loan
The Frank Larrabee
added that a memorial is normally
artifacts to the museum. "We have a little bit of everything," she said.
used
when
the
city
council
requests
Group
Free tours are given duriug the week by volunteers.
information.

·
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Happy Hour 4·7

Live Happy Hour Entertainment

5:30·8:30

Research Grants
Train 14 Grads
The dept. of psychology at UNM
has received two grants totaling
nearly $400,000 from the National
Institute of Mental Health (NIMH)
for the training of doctoral
graduate students.

tinuation of the support given to
Dr. Frank Logan for .several years,
this is the first time the UNM
department of .Psychology has
received such recognition of its
clinical program, Ellis said.

"We are very pleased· to have
received two of the 14 training
grants awarded nationaly this year
by the NIMH," said Dr. Henry
Ellis, chairman o.f the dept of.
psychology and recipient of one
award.
"We feel it indicates national
recognition of the increased
stregnth of our program," he said.

In addition to course work and
research, the clinical students will
get practicum experience in a
variety of state an<;! local facilities
including the Albuquerque Child
Guidance Center, Bernalillo
County Mental Health/Mental
Retardation Center, the New
Mexico State Hospital and the State
Prison.

Ellis said the Natio·nal Research
Service Award he received is for
training
in
experimental
psychology. r~ will provide·$53,~~2
a year for f1ve years supporting
eight graduate students each year
with a $3900 stipend for each.
The students will be involved in
course work, research and teaching,
and they are committed to a
·
"payback provision" requirmg
them to continue pursuit of an
academic and research career, Ellis
said. ·
Dr. Sidney Rosenblum, a
professor and director of the
clinical training program, has
received $43,449 a year for three
years for the training of six students
in clinical psychology.
·
in experimental
While the

COPIFS3%c

.

KINKO'S
No Minimum
23l2 Cent. SE 268-8515

Do You Need
Cash?

STATE FAIR SPECIAL

Earn $15.00a week
Donate Twice Weekly

Bloo·d

Plasma·
Donor Center
8 am to5pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

hinclude
sa'd
e 1,
able to

support, train and place . our
students much better."
Ellis said that an important
factor in the success of the grant
proposals was the support he and
Rosenblum received from the
University and President Davis to
visit similar training programs at

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307. Central NE

~~:~~~;~;~~~~~other

.

. '

9-1:30
Sandwiches Served
Live Entertainment
7 Nights a Week

Overnight

The grants significantly increase
the psychqlogy department's ability
to support graduate students, Ellis
said. In recent years only seven or
eight students were supported on
the experimental psychology
training grants. The new grants will
support a total of 14 students.
"This does not mean we will
expand our
d t program
t d t to
"
more gra ua e s u en s,
"but rather we will be

.

'

BILL'S HAIR DESIGN
.,.....,.nudly announces the addition of thre
designers to his Staff:
·chuck Perno
$10.00
Alan Stephens $10.00
Joe Lawrence Gonzales
These three designers are offering a shampoo, condition, cut and
style now thru September 24, 1977, for only $10.00.
Now is your chance - all three of these designers are Miark:haml
Certified and experienced in European Techniques.
We will accept walk-ins, but for your convenience call and
make an appointment.
For Appointments Call:

881-1181

5107 Menaul N.E.
Corner of San Mateo & Memml
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6 ATIOST SMOKE/A.EASURE
fFICIENCY!

Proto-Pipe
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Research $'s Spread at UNM
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Senator
Resigns

Editorial

Alex Kaplan, state coordinator for the National Organization for the
Reform of Marijuana Laws (NORML), will begin his long campaign
tonight to get the Albuquerque marijuana law$ changed. And we \~>ish
him the best of luck because he's going to need it,
Kaplarr will ask the suddenly stingy ASUNM Senate for a $1,775
appropriation at tonight's meeting. Most of that money, $1,500, \~>ill go
for advertising his effort to get students' to sign a petition asking for a
referendum vote to get the marijuana laws changect.
THE NORML GROUP would like to see Albuquerque's law changed
so persons in possession of small amounts of marijuana would receive
citations instead of the present possible jail sentence and fine.
We're sure Kaplo., ;Q "ware that many Albuquerque police are already
writing citations for this offense, but just the same, he'd like to see the
law changed, And-we have to go along with him there.
But before the Senate appropriates any money to the group we
believe NORML should be held just as financially accountable to
ASUNM for the money, as any other group.
MOST OF THE EFFORT to get the 6,000 signatures needed for the
referendum vote would be directed toward the University, where
Kaplan believes most of his support lies.
In this time of budgetary belt tightening at ASUNM, the Senate
should consider the impact such student involvement would have if
enough signatures were collected.
For too long, students have been a generally apthetic group and have
lacked power when it comes to politics.
THIS ISSUE IS one that concerns many students, and non•students
as well, an if we can't make our voices heard on an issue connected
V>ith youth, where can we make it heard?
Kaplan should tell the Senate where every dollar is going. And the
Senate should ensure that the money is wisely spent. But we believe
this issue is important enough for the Senate to loosen its financial belt
a few notches.
NORML needs to make its ideas known so the students can decide.
A referendum vote is the most intelligent way to solve this issue and
ASUNM would make a smart move by helping to bring the issue to a
head. Money for advertising the effort should be given to NORML.

Have It Our Way
In our special report today, we've enough replies, we'll print a
taken a look at the· restaurant sampling ofthern.
business in Albuquerque, especially
The LOBO has run three of these
the fast-food services.
special sections and is planning
Our stories discuss the cleanli- them for each Wednesday in the
ness of some of the eating establ- future. So far we have looked at the
ishments and take a general look at. community college issue, sexual
the impact of restaurants on our therapy and restaurants. We're
planning special reports in the
country.
future on such sundried topics as
But we're sure, the item which drugs, consumer reports on
will stir up the most interest is the consumer· groups, and unions ·at
hamburger rating chart. We've UNM.
tried to make it clear that this was
If you've liked or disliked any of
based on the personal judgement of the past special reports, or if you
three of our staff hamburger ex- have suggestions for future ones,
perts. Feel free to disagree, and let drop us a line or call and let us
us know if you do. In fact, if we get know.
•

Fair Time Today
"The Greatest Show in New Mexico" opens today at the State
Fairgrounds.
•
The State Fair provides entertainment for many thousands of New
Mexicans annually. It truly is an interesting and pleasurable ·experience.
But we urge all those who attend to watch out for con artists and pickpockets who always converge on events such as this.
Most problems·can be avoided with simple common sense. such as
carrying loose, dangling purses or carrying wallets in the front pocket.
But we. also urge those .who attend to watch some of the midway
games very carefully before wasting several bucks.
Another good idea is to ,take the bus and get into the fair free. You
also avoid the ha.ssle of finding a parking spot.
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By BILL ROBERTSON
.., ...
LOBO Staff Writer
More than $1~1 million- was
awardedto U NM resear.chers· in the
1977 'Ji~ca:J 'year, ,according:, to -the
Office of Research Administration.
' That constitutes an increase of 21
per c~Iit <;>V.erJ 97 6.. · ,,. · .-.' ·;. ' ~
Despite · th.bse facts; 'UNM is
considered only '";werage" in the
grantsmanship game, said Lyniee
Brqw'ning of the Office of,
Research ·,Administration;· ''We
don't compete·with universities like
the . University of'··'caiifornia at
Berkeley," Ms. Browning said.
"There's more pressure . on their
faculty to seek grants,"
Henry Harpending, 'a professor
of anthropology, received a grant
from the National Science Foundation to study iife systems in
southern Africa. He said there isn't
enough pressure on faculty at UNM
Lynzee Browning
to seek grants for research. "In a
university worthwhile teachers do acquisition of grants to be the beresearch," he said. "fn my opinion, ail, end-all."
people who aren't active in research
The O.R.A. is the liason between
don't make effective teachers:"
the faculty seeking research money
Political Science Professor Paul and the funding agencies. The
Hain said, "The key to effectively federal government is the leading
mixing research and teaching is to source of research funds, dispens·
strike a balance. Research deadlines ing money through the Department
have sometimes prevented ine from of Health, Education and Welfare,
adequately preparing a class lec- the Departments of the Interior and
ture, but those times are offset by Agriculture, the military and many
the benefits 'drerived from the other agencies. Private organiresearch. Almost all the research I zations, such as the Ford Foundado relates in some way to every one tion, the Eisenhower Consortium,
of my classes.
and large corporations like
"Grants seem to be getting An1\conda Company and the Kerrmore important as a determinant to McGee Corporation also provide
faculty quality. It would be too bad large amounts of- money for
if the University were to allow the r'esearch.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.....;_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Editor:
I would like to publicly notify the
students of U NM that I have
resigned from the ASUNM Senate,
effective at 6:30 p.m. Tuesday.
· Although my interest in student
government has ·not waned,
mounting personal problems have
and will prevent my being a truly
effective senator.
.
I apologize to those of you who
voted for me, and those of you who
hoped my presence in Senate
would make ASUNM government
less of a "circus," However, I will
still be participating in ASUNM in a
less official and rigorous capacity,
and would urge more of you to do
so, too.
Kate Watson
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Legion Patriotism

Editor:
.
It is obvious the editorial staff of the LOBO respects only their opinion
and puts up for ridicule those with whom they might disagree with,
exemplified by the cartoon appearing in the LOBO Sept. 8.
The position of the American Legion is based upon long study by
highly respected and knowlegeable individuals of the Panama Canal
issue as well as our position many other National Security and Foreign •
Relations matters.
' It is with great pride that we of thE! American Legion still believe in
partriotism and that we do care what happens in our country and to our
country. We do care about the veteran and their survivors who shed
their blood and endured untold hardships.
We do care about our children, their education, their health, their
economic and social well being. This is typified the many Americansim
programs sponsored by the American Legion to the turn of $13,000,000
annually.
After each war, and particularly after the tragic Vietnam War, there is
a tendency in this country to go isolationist. That the world's problems
\~>ill go away if you just retrench and ignore the world. Also after each
war it has been historic to attack the veteran, nonetheless we \~>ill
continue to sound the alarm whenever anyone moves to weaken our
nation from within or from without. IUs our privilege and also our duty
to do so.
Hugo Flores
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Shrimp_
·Cocktail
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A fine Drinking Establishment

5001 Lomas NE • 256·1250

Marron Hall
Rooml05
or by mail to:
UNM Box 20, UNM
Albuquerque, NM
87131
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I JOin Prof. Wilham Dowling in
favor of the two-week dr~p system.
Let ~s hope that the policy IS only
monbund: and that . stud:nt
, ?emand Will ~e forthcommg. I frnd
rt very annoyrng to be at the upper
end of a curve, to have those at the
lower end of that same curve drop
the .course, ~nd to come out of a
course at the middle. The villian is,
or course, the intense grade
competition for entrance into

z

"'

Mon.- Fri.
All Drinks

decides what type of research he
wants to do, he transfers that idea ·
into a written proposal. Our office
matches the proposal to the functrng
agency which shares the interests of
the professor. We then contact the

Daily Lobo
Classified
.Advertising

f!

An example of a ''large grant agency· to obtain their requirements
rngly interested. in how tne1r
would be the $140,000 awarded for grants,
research funds are being spent.
Professor Gary Landis of geology
According' to the article, at the Unifor a year-long study of geothermal
"The faculty member then tailors· versity of California, auditors
potential in New Mexico. Compare his proposal to the agency's gui<;le- found that resear.ch money had
that with a $10,000 grant from the lines, and submits the finished· been misapplied, and the schopl
U.S. National Endowment for the application. From this point it takes had w repay $318,118 to the
Arts to Van Deren Coke of the Art anywhere from four to six months govcmment.
Museum for a year-long study of a for a decision from the funding - The story also csays the natioP's
museum purchase plan.
agency."
·
·
·
major research universities have
Doug Brookins, chairman of the
become so dependent on federal
geology department, an active
According to a recent article in institutional support that losing it
research department, said a large the New York Times, the federal would force them to restructure
share of research money goes to government is becoming increas· themselves entirely.
stud.ents in the form of research
assistants' salaries. The purchase of
new equipment and the costs of
maintaining older equipment also
account for a large amount of
funds, he said.
"Obviously we don't· haye
'
enough money to support ourselves," Brookins said "so we
actively pursue research grants."
Dr. Gerald May, director of the
Bureau of Engineering Research at
UNM, said research "is an integral
part of graduate and undergraduate
education. Besides the obvious
benefits of money and equipment,
research grants enable the faculty to
keep up to date in their respective
fields, give them national exposure
in scientific circles and provide
opportunities to publish."
Dr. Philip K. Bock, chairman of
the anthropology department, said,
"Simply, faculty doing research are
ThisWeeli:
better teachers. Only those intensively involved in some type of
.H. Hoppe••
research can keep their teaching up
to date."
Ms. Browning outlined the steps
taken
by agrant.
faculty
member
a research
"After
the seeking
teacher
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graduate school.
I suggest that students make
time to visit a course taught by
professors under consideration for
the following semester. One visit.
will identify the "deadly dull" and
the "directionless"
The grapevine· is thrivin
at
UNM. Check the Returgnin
Student's Lounge at noon · th g
10
SUB.
e
Nancy Drew Taylor

pecaying Society

Edrtor:
~ It seems that every society down through the ages have had their
share of misfits. Some more, some less. The more idleness and
deprivation in a society from the highest to those .in the lowest
?rackets, the more the m_isfits it ge.nerates. When a system of society is
rna process of decay all kinds of eV1Is spring forth, naturally.
Homosexuality, lesbianism, pornography, smut,etc., let alone crime
a~d corruption, these activities have a field day along ~with venereal
disease.
I do not subscribe to a breakdown of m~rarvalues pursuance of freedom. Some people make the issue of freedom paramount. Freedom for
good as well as freedom for evil. A healthy society needs some form of
regulation for the tender years of its people,
. ~uring the war (the big one) in Hartford, Connecticut, many of the
c1ty s poles along the sidewalk, especially those near bus and trolley
stops, had placard signs on them reading, "Fight Ven~real Disease." 1
underst_a_nd that Phoenix, Arizona had a similar campaign and perhaps
other crtres.
Recent reports say that venereal disel)se is still oUr Ntm'lber One .
problems and most cases are not reported.
_... m. • • _ ,
•

by Garry Trudeau
'
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the establishment did not have
more than 20 demerits during the
LOBO Edilor
And, says Chuck Starks, a city last inspection.
Take comfort in knowing that sanitarian, the approximately I ,200
when you l;niy a corn dog from eating establishments in the
"The red decal with the letter 'C'
Bennie's :raco Stand at the State Albuquerque area are inspected means that the establishment had
Fair, that concession is subject to once every 30 days by the city repeated violatins during conthe same health and food storage sanitarians. They are all subject to secutive' inspections. "These boys
.
regulations as AI Monte's.
the same rules. The increased in- (restaurant owners) generally get it
The city's sanitarians in the spections have been in effect since a cleaned up quick, because we try to
Environmental Health Department revamping of the EHD in April of get it in the next run of the paper if
(EDH) will be out en masse w~en 1976.
it's been downgraded."
the Fair opens today, enforcmg
Each eating establishment is
The "B" rating simply means
City Commission ordinances 1502 rated A, B, or c' on the basis of the
and 2071 and County Commission sanitarian's 'inspection. The in- that the establishment has perordinance 18. These cover food spection is broken into five major manent structural defects, Starks
said, "It's no reflection on the
processing and pure food for all categories which are:
county food establishments which
-Foo(l supplies and protection, quality or quantity of the food," he
must be inspected by the EDH including storage of food at proper said.
temperatures;
The decals are on the door or
-Food equipment and utensils, another conspicuous spot.
including sanitizing all utensils and
"Ninety per cent of the folks we·
dishes:
inspect
are happy to see us," Starks
-Sanitary facilities and controls
said.
"Five
per cent don't care, and
(bathrooms, garbage disposal, and
there's
about
five per cent who'd
· · · /water and ice storage);
us
out.
like
to
throw
/'
-Personnel, including hair nets
for women and hats fQ! men
"But we tell 'em all the same
working in the kitchen ,and,
·thing. 'Keep it hot. Keep it cold.
-Other facilities such as clean And keep it clean.' "
floors, lighting, ventilation and no
live birds or animals other than
Foods which may cause food
seeing-eye dogs.
poisoning must be kept at restricted
Starks said, "The grading system temperatures according to EH·
is pretty simple. The green decal Dregulations. Food which must be
with the black letter •A' means that kept cold must be refrigerated at
temperatures under 40 degrees
Farenheit. Food which stay hot
must be kept at above 140 degrees
Farenheit to prevent bacteria
growth.
By TIM GALLAGHER
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In fact, in any given two-week
period 50 million U.S. families
flock to restaurants an average of
six times, according to a National
Restaurant Association study.
The volume of food consumption
But the restaurant business began
is such that more than $44 billion · modestly. Dining out, the Journal
was spent at 876,000 eating places says, began back in 512 B.C. at an
last year, the report said. That is eating establishment in ancient
more than the Gross National · Egypt which offered a plate of
Products
of
Colombia, cereal, wild fowl and onions.
Afghanistan, Denmark, Greece and
Portugal combined.
Today, according to government
figures cited in the Journal, $1 out
;I'he Wall Street Journal recently of every $4 spent of food is spent in
reported that only 2per cent of all restaurants.
Americans had not tasted a
McDonald's Big Mac.
In other words Americans spend
3. 7 per cent of their disposable
income at restaurants and 11.9 per
cent of their income at the
supermarket.

Survey Scans Burgerramas
By D.M. FLYNN

The UNM Pathfinder

E:N T:5

Starks said the sanitarians keep a
close eye on State Fair concessions.
"If we see a violation we'll tell 'em,
'We're going to take a walk around
the midway. We'll be back in two
hours and you better have that
violation corrected.' "
A special problem connected
with the Fair concession stands is
insects, Starks said. Only contact
type poisions can be used to kill
flies. All foods and paper goods
must be stored a minimum of six
inches off the ground.
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By D.M. FLYNN

FREE!!!

Pick one up at:
·ASUNM Office, SUB
Dean of Students Office, Mesa Vista
GSA Off~ce, SUB
.
Student Activities Center, SUB
Student Information Center, SUB
UNM Bookstore
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LOBO Asst. News Editor
Ever since America's first
restaurant, Delmonico's in New
York City opened its doors in 1827,
Americans have made eating out a
national past time.

.

Answers to "everything" can be found in
YOUR Student Handbook
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LOBO Asst. News Editor
A four-day survey by three
members of the LOBO staff has
resulted in what may well be the
discovery of Albuquerque's top
three burgers.
·
A handy reference chart has. been
included to aid the search of others
for this noble quest.
The ham burgers were judged by
time. Service was timed from the
order to the delivery with 3 points
for under 3 minutes, 2 points for
three to five minutes, one point for
five to seven minutes and no points
for over seven minutes.
The actual burger meat was
judged on a scale from zero to 10,
while the ingredient's appeal to the
pallate as judged on a scale from
zero to five. Hamburgers were
chosen in the 80 cent price range.
Ingredients offered on the burgers
have been checked.
Courtesy, important only if you
care about friendliness, was rated
poor, fair, good or excellent.
Additional comments by our
resident burgeronomists have also
been included.
Based on a composite score total
of 10, four hamburgers tied for first
place: Bob's, Burger King, Frontier
and Whataburger. The time factor,
however, brought Burger King in to
the number one slot with a total of
13 points.
Bob's burger suffered because of
a lengthy delay in service time (eight
minutes 13 seconds) and consequently recieved no additional
. points for time.
Whataburger came in second
place with a total of 12 points while
Frontier placed third with a total
score of 11 points.
.
Other notables were McDonalds
who served us their burger iri under
I minute, and Wendy's and Harry's
whose square patties were the most
modestly priced at 72 cents.
The 23 burgers were te~ted by the
exp'erts during a four day period.
All the ·rood was p·urchased after 3
p.m. so as to avoid the lunch-time
rush and to allow time to recuperate
before midnight.
Regrettably, not every hamburger joint in Albuquerque co~ld
be tested. we must note that quahty
and speed of service may vary at
two branches of the same chain .
. Other cafeteria-style, "fast-

food"chains were ommitted with
an attempt to remain solely within
the perimeters of what is known as
the burger joint. Thus K-Mart,
Woolworth's and Furr's burgers
were not tested.
A glance at the chart, which was
made as accurately and as fairly as
possible, will indicate to the
everyday burger freak which place
he or she would prefer. You may
like pickles but not mustard: Find
the appropriate eatery on the chart
and you're ready to go.
It should be noted that those
places which scored exceptionally
low may not appeal to some. But,
since tastes may vary greatly, the
individual shall ultimately decide
which is the better burger.

In the Albuquerque area alone,
which includes Corrales, Bernalillo
and some of the area east of the
Sandia Mountains, there are more
than 500 eateries. This averages to
approximately 800 persons for each
restaurant.

Fast-food chains themselves arc
growing by leaps and bounds. Last
year more than $10 billion was
spent at 28,800 outlets of the
nation's 20 largest fast-food chains.
According to a government study
cited in the Journal, that figure will
rise to $16.3 billion spent at 46,600
outlets in 1980.

Unisex Styling For Heads
In and experience our Unisex Salon.

-c.·::-_·" give you the managablllty you''.Je
\""'"''wanted. If you have problem hair·

come see us. We'll be happy to answer
your questions.

7303 Montgomery
In the Executive
North Apartments
298·7624
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PostQtt Pops Up Qt GClll
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Editor's note: "Postart" starts
today at the ASA Gallery and will
run through Sept. 30. The gallery is
open on Weekdays /l-4.

l

,

Enetgy Le.vel _Set High

I'

l'

r /"

In contrast to conventional
.-~J
showcase art, the pieces exhibited ;i 4'
here have the attributes of im- .f
mediacy, expendability, and acces- .~
sibility. They were made in order to•)
be sent away, (a likeable quality,.:'
somewhat akin to making flocks ofi
birds and then setting them free). · ;<
· After all, who really owns a :
poem· or any other good idea? Of ·
course, the stuff doesn't have to be
mailed; it's simply a good symbolic
focal point to remind us that existing avenues can still bring surprises
and that sharing can last.
This kind of activity is hardly·
new or limited to any region: the
pieGes here come from all over the
country and across the oceans. And
posters remind us that many other
mail art shows have been seen in
America and Europe, where it is a
popular activity.
1fit will spoil the fun, don't think
of this work as art. Rather, think of
your mailbox as friend, make a
letter, and,send it away.
·'<

By GEORGE GESNER

Three power rock groups, two
stemming from neigh boring
Canada, will wreck havoc at the
Civic Auditorium tonight at 7:30

p.m.
>

..

Headlining the show will be the
Canadian rock trio Mahogany
Rush featuring the infamous
guitarist Frank Marino. The group
which includes Jimmy Ayoub and
J:>aul Hare! wood had made a modest
stab at the charts with· their recent
album World Anthem, and will be
recording for a live album tonight.

Marino has gotten considerable
attention in the last couple of years
because of his remarkable likeness
to the guitar "Style of Jimi Hendrix,
which he is now starting to break
away from.
The second group on the slate is
the Canadian group Trooper (latest
album Knock 'Em Dead Kid
reviewed on this page). The
proficient keyboard work of Frank
Ludwig, the blazing guitar work of
Brian Smith and the sharp vocals of
Ra McGuire are the major forces of
the group. Doni Underhill and

What does aparbnent
living have that The
College Inn doesn~t?
housecleaning
dish washing
scrubbing
dusting
grocery shopping
cooking
commuting

i

Compare the high cost of buying food,
apartment rent and utility charges with
our room and board rates.

The

College
IDR

303 Ash St., N .E.
243-2881

State-of-the-art
for
$495.00 a pair.

Magnepan MG-1
{actual size 22"X60"X2")

With the introduction of the Magnepan MG-1, the
Magneplanar sound i~ available for as low as $495 per
pair. The Magnepan MG-1 works excellently on 40-200
watt-per-channel amplification: as low as 10-25 wafts for
background listening. Magnepan is available only at
Sound Ideas.

-

The Sound Iqeas listening rooms are
llpen Monday and Thursday evenings
until 8:00 pm; and other days until 6:00
pm, closed Sunday.

Tommy Sewart add tbe fine rhythm
section for the group.
Rex, led by singer Rex Smith,
opens up the show tonight. The
group has a new release on
Columbia Records called Where Do
We Go From Here. The'group has
been on tour with Ted Nugent.
The concert is being sponsored
by KRKB ';lnd costs a modest $1.94
and tickets are still available.

AnQcQni
A stellar linenp of talent from all
over the Land of Enchantment has
been set to appear with Anacani at
the eleventh annual Spanish
Heritage Show at the 1977 New
Melded State Fair in Albuquerque.
Anacani, the beautiful and
talented featured singer on the
popular Lawrence Welk television
program, will headline the show in
Tingley Coliseum tonight.
Talent booked for the show
include: Rogerto 'oritigo, an
Albuquerque singer-guitarist;
Florentino Rae] of Jarales, Spanish
country-western music; Eraclio
Perez of Escabosa and Andrea
Gallegos of Mountainair; Ramon
and Lydia Saiz of Vallaneuva,
''Dueto Alegre", and Ballet
Folklorico de Albuquerque. Several
of the acts will be accompanied by
Mariachi Nuevo Tapatio, directed
by Pedro Sepulveda Jr.
Anacani will be backed by Max
Apodaca and the State Fair Bank.
Tickets for the Spanish Heritage
Show are now on sale at State Fair
box offices. General admission
seats, at $2 each, will be on sale at 8
a.m. today.

Lowell
By JOHN MOODY

NEW YORK (UPJ)-Robert
Lowell, the Pulitzer prize-winning
poet who rejected invitations from
the President and the U.S. Army,
will be taken to his native Boston
for funeral services Friday.
Considen;d by many critics to be
the premiere poet of his generation,
Lowell suffered a fatal heart attack
Monday night in a taxiacab at the
age of 60.
An outspoken pacifist, Lowell's
Often angry and sarcastic poetry
reflected a combination of his New
England Calvinistic upbringing, his
conversion to and subsequent
rejection of Roman Catholicism,
and a strong social consciece.
Lowell was married three times
and was on his way from Kennedy
Airport to the Manhattan apartment of his second wife, Elizabeth
·
Hardwick, when he died.
From the time of his birth in
Boston in 1917, Lowell was steeped
in,a heritage of poetry. His greatgrandfather James Russell Lowe11
was a world famous poet, diplomat
and 19th century man of letters.
Amy Lowell, the pOet-critic, was
his cousin.
i-le was educated at St. Mark's
School in Southboro, Mass., and
attended Harvard before· transferring to Kenyon College in Ohio
where he graduated in 1940.

Doni Underhill, 8rlo.n Smith, Ro. mcGuire, Frank Ludwig
and Tommy Stewart of Trooper.

Ttoopet LQcks Punch
"Kiiock 'E1iz Dead
Kid"/Trooper/MCA 2275
By GEORGE GESNER
The, Canadian power-rock group
Trooper's third album lacks the
punch of their previous album
efforts.

Stokowsk·i

This new album had to raise the
question of whether Trooper could
match the excellence of their last
album Two For the Show which
featured producer Randy Bachman, or just satisfy the calling of a
more commercial, yet inferior
product. They chose the latter.

The LP seems to shift more
LONDON
(UPI)-Conductor
towards
Frank Ludwig's keyLeopold Stokowski died today at
his Englishcountry home after boards, straying away from the
suffering a heart attack, a major emphasis of lead guitarist
spokeswoman for CBS . Records Brian Smith. Maybe the next time
around Trooper can get back to the
said. He was 95.
Stokowski, born in London of raw energy and excellence of their
Polish parents, had been suffering last album.
from a virus infection which was
Best cuts are: "Cold Cold
not believed to be serious, the
Toronto,"
"Most of the Country"
spokeswoman said.
and
"Long
Time." C plus.
Then he suffered a mild coronary
attack and died at noon (7 a.m.
EDT) at his home in Hampshire.
-----------Stokowski was a stormy and
A
colorful conductor who \lelped
introduce modern composers to
American audiences in an active
career spanning well over half a
century.
Stokowski raised the ire of W'
audiences and critics alike during
his tenure as conductor of the
Philadelphia Orchestra from 1912
to 1938 when he often played
A
The
modern works ov'er boos and hisses
of. disgruntled audiences. If the
California Look
hissing was too persistent, he
sometimes would play the work
InWood.
through a second time.
A
Stokowski also was known for
WI'
his theatrical effects, and at one
time had the Academy of Music
Auditorium in Philadelphia painted
..
silver and blue to match his silver
mane and China-blue eyes. Then he
would spotlight his hair and keep
his orchestra in darkness.
He also was well-known for his
W
on again-off again romance with
Greta Garbo in the early 1940s, and
his marriage in 1945 to America's
"poor little rich girl", 21-year-old
divorcee
Gloria
Vanderbilt
Deciccio. Stokowski was 63 at the
time.
In his later years, however, he
noticably mellowed and became a
favorite of younger musicians. He
was active well into his 80s and
beyond, forming the American
Symphony Orchestra in 1962 to
give talented youths,_ Blacks and
323 Romero NE
ln01d1i-lflm
women chances at orchestral
careers that might not be open to
5307 Menaul NE
East of &lr! Mateo
them otherwise.

UPI Television Writer
NEW YORK (UPI)-Can a
television program that has offended· groups as diverse at the
Southern Baptist Convention and
the Gay Activists Alliance-before·
it was even shown on the air-clean
up. with the national television
audience?'
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The program is "Soap," making
its debut last Tuesday night on
ABC, and a partial answer will be
available today when the first A. C.
Nielsen ratings figures are released.
The
farcial
soap
opera
dramatizes the prob.Jems of two

Gun ffiisfires
"Love Gun"! Kiss I Casablanca
NBLP7057
By GEORGE GESNER

The group who hides behind their
faces and galactic apparel may be
the number one group in teen-age
America, but they lack the finesse
and
musical
sophistication
warranted for a high-caliber hardrock group.
·
This alubum like their others is a
two-song album. It's a· shame that
Kiss couldn't have an album with
· these best hits. Their albums are
just on the edge of vinyl wasteland
with such menial rock numbers.
Best cuts are: "I Stole Your
Love" and "Love Gun." C minus.

THE TEMPLE
OF
INNER LIGHT

**
** "COME FLY WITH US"
HOMECOMING .. 1977
****
*# Oct. 5- Queen Election
# qct. 7- The Grateful Dead in Concert
* Oct. 8- Queen Candidate presentation
#
· at ASU Game
# Oct. 10 - Soleil

* Oct. 11 - "That's Entertainment" and

#
Queen Coronation
# Oct. 12 - Bands on the Mall

Oct. 14- House Decoration Judging
The Presidential Concert
PEC presents "War"
Oct. 15 - Homecoming Football Game vs.
Witchita State
Halftime Activities
Free Dance after game

. -................

Not your everyday mall.

SoQp Under Sct~tiny of Some
By JOAN HANAUER

********:**:**:**:****:**:**:**:**=~*=~*'

marrled
sisters and
their
families-and those problems
include adultery, promiscuity,
homosexuality, impotence and
involvement with the Mafia. And
that's just in the opening half-hour.
ABC has done only minor
laundering on "Soap," despite a
protest campaign that includes the
Southern Baptists', Christian Life
Commission, the U.S. Catholic
Conference, the National Council
of Churches, the United Church of
Christ, the United Methodist
Church and the Gay Activists.
·A spokesman for ABC said the
network would not comment on
sponsorship for "Soap," and
estimated that about 14 affiliate
stations refused to run the premiere
episode. Several other stations,
including the ABC affiliate in
Miami, were given a network okay
to delay the half-hour show until
after prime time. ·
The show was scheduled to go on
the air at 9:30 p.m., eastern time,
which would put it into central time
zone living rooms at 8:30p.m. The
ABC spokesman said at least 50 per
cent of the central zone stations
planned to flip-flop "Soap" with
the
program
that
follows-''Family''-to put
"Soap" on the air at 9:30 p.m.,
when at least the youngest children

might be in bed.
The opening half-hour of
"Soap" has been cleaned up
slightly-a raunchy line has been
cut, for instance, and a married
woman is not shown in bed with her
tennis pro lover. Instead, she is
shown dressing after having been in
bed, etc.

Every Wednesday
Is Ladies' Day At
ITAIIIAN

~ATSO

1
1

SUBS

2206 Central SE
255-3696
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Mon.-Thurs.l0-10
Fri.-Sat.I0-12
Sunday 10:30-6 pm.
Lost in the lath~r over "Soap's"
offensive potential-which is
considerable-lurks the question of
whether the show is funny.
The answer is, sometimes.
"Soap" is uneven comedy that
depends heavily on the shock value
of its topics and the fine comic
action of its large and talented cast,

Italian Chef Salad Plate $1.95
Cheese Chef Salad Plate $1.55
Tuna Chef Salad Plate $155
One Free Scoop- of Frozen Yogurt Included
(Vanilla, Strawberry, Lemon, Black Raspberry,
Tangerine)

With This Coupon Only

Do You Need
Cash?
Earn $15.00 a week
Donate Twice Weekly

Blood
Plasma
Donor Center

has a spiritual
message for you

8am to 5pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

and consultations and
classes in numerology·
tarot- psychometry and
., trallsmediutn past lives

842-6991

CALL

..

~96-5709
I
~

Albuquerque
1307 Central NE
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Univ. of Texas-£/ Paso Miners
Preview By
current- defensive coordinator at
TERRY McCABE
UNM, will have to look on the
LOBO Sports Writer
football season with patience.
This year the University of Texas
"Our n!lmber one priority was
El Paso football team is ranked changing the attitude among the
third in the nation. No, not third in players," he said at spring practice,
the prestigious top ten, among the "from thinking in a. negative way to
ranks of Pitt., Notre Dame and thinking in terms of believing in
Ohio State, but third in Steve themselves, and that they can win."
Harvey's bottom ten among the
The Miners don't expect to
ranks of T~U, Cornell and North- become instant title contenders but
western.
Michaels feels they have made great
New head coach Bill Michaels, strides toward their goal with
who replaced Gil Bartosh, the renewed enthusiasm and lots of

Williams Tabbed WAC MVP

0
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of running, he gets his kicks• out of
By PETER MADRID
running over people. As a result of
LOBO Sports Editor
Williams'
bruising rum:iing, he was
0 " Junior Lobo fullback Mike
Williams doesn't get his kicks out picked as this week's Western
Athletic Conference offensive
a.,
player of the week.
.
Williams' honor came for his
Incredible,
strong performance against the
Univ.
of Hawaii Saturday night in
Baffling.
which he amassed 184 yards in 37
carries, making him the fourth
leading running back in Lobo football history,
Besides being picked as WAC
Back of the Week, Williams was
awarded this week's .Daily LOBO
Player of the Week for his fine performance Saturday nigh(.
This is Williams second straight

z
'i

Next year
you could be on
a scholarship.
An Air Force ROTC two-year scholarship pays
your tuition and gives you $100 a month allowance. And it picks up the tab for books and lab
fees, as well,
After college, you'll receive a commission In the
Air Force . • . go on to additional, specialized
training .•• as you get your start as an Air Force
officer. There'll be good pay and responslbillty,
and lots of other benefits ... and a great opportunity to serve your country.
It ali starts right here - in college - in the Air
Force ROTC. Look us up •.. see what we have to
offer, and show us what you can offer in return.

Ccntact: The Department of Aerospace Studies
1901 Las Lomas N.E. 277-4230

Air Force ROTC

FAT
HUMPHREY'S TM

WAC honor. Williams also won
WAC honors the final week of last
year's season for gaining 167 yards
in 35 carries in a 17-14 defeat at the
hands of soon-to-be lllcmber of the
WAC San Diego State.
Despite the dirty tactics some of
the Hawaii players were using,
pinching and grabbing, Williams
came through with his 187 yards.
Williams, one of UNM's choices
for All-America honors in fo'Otball,
currently leads the nation's nonpanty hose wearing rushers after
the first week of full college play.
Terry Miller of Oklahoma State,
who wears panty hose to prevent
muscle pulls, gained 189 yards in 25
totes for the Cowboys.
Williams and the Lobos take
their unblemished record to
Lubbock, Tex. Saturday to face the
Red Raiders who last weekend
defeated the Baylor Bears 17-7 in a
Southwest Conference tilt.
The Raiders beat the Bears
behind the arm of signal caller
Rodney Allison who picked up 85
yards in 14 carries and went 6-of-12
for 29 yards in the passing
department.
Second string defensive tackle
John Hillenbrand sprained an ankle
on the opening kickoff but is expected to play against Tech this
weekend.
An expected crowd of 42,000 is
expected to be on hand for the
Lobo's second game of the young
season. Greg West is still suffering
from a bruised knee, while many
other players are nursing scrapes
and strawberries caused by the
artificial turf of Aloha Stadium.

•

I

Today's program agenda will
include coach Mondt showing game
films from the Lobes' first contest
with the Hawaii Rainbow Warriors.
One or two members of the Lobo
grid team may join Mondt today at
the theatre.

together will have Mondt showing
game films, which run about 20-30
minutes, and the remaining time
Will be devoted to questions to the
coach from the audience.
The "Lobo Fan Club" will, as
the year progresses, cover all 20
varsity sports on campus.
The program is ·intended for
UNM students, faculty and staff.
The success of the program
depends on the number of sludents,
faculty, and staff who turn out for
the first meeting of the "Lobo Fan
Club."

P.M. Saturday. It will be the first
home game of the season at John·
son Field. Richard Brown, UNl\1
Rugby Club president, is expecting
a fine turn-out.
The UNM Rugby Team came
away with a 2-1-2 record itJ the
season's opening VII's Tournament
"'it> at§anta Fe two weekends ago.
The VII's Tournament consisted
of teams of seven players rather
than the usual fifteen; hence, there
was much more break-away
running and open field action.
Players with speed and endurance
usually excel in VII's Tournaments.
. The games consisted of seven
<>~! minute halves with a one minute
half-time.

scores were made by Mark West
with a 4 point try and Wink
Donnell who kicked the 2 point
conversion.
UNM entertains Farmington at 2:
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the backstroke
28.55.
he
upset
Johnson,in the
topFinally,
qualifier
after the prelims, in a blistering
I :01.5 in the 100 IM.

•

By DOROTHY FEINBERG
LOBO Sports Writer
UNM's ski team training
program is geared to the individual's ability, interest and
needs. The ski team program of
training stresses strength; endurance, flexibility, and relaxation.
Workouts for the team started
last Wednesday and the team has
seven workouts a week.
The ski program at UNM tries to
combine both the mind and body
together as one whole athletic unit.
UNM has a very individualized
program.
·
Universal in the training program
is Pete Martinelli. Martinelli is
"one of the very best weight
trainers in the country" said
Brooks. He works individually with
the skiers to build as much strength
as possible to meet the skier's
needs.
The exercises Martinelli puts
them through concentrates on the
hips, thighs, lower back, shoulder,
and arms. The training program of
Martinelli and the whole staff is
cycled to provide heavy resistance
during off-season and a mainten·
ance during competition.

Cove:red
'IIV'ag~.n

"a}l.o'

Ma~•rs

of Hand Made
Indian Jeiotelry ·

Strength is of utmost importance
for each individual kkicr. The U.S.
Ski team had more strength than
the University of Colorado football
team when tested for strength and
encurance. That's why you can see
that skiers must build up strength
and muscle.
The mental half of athletics is the
concern ·or UNM's sports
psychologist Bjorn Jogi. Jogi tries
to evaluate, motivate and learn how
each skier is to be approached. His
most important function is to instill
positive thinking in the coaches and
athletes.
Although snow is found only in
the winter, ski training is a year-

g
"

Plus Movletone News,
"Homesteader
& "The MosconiDroopy"
Story"

SUNSHINE THEATRE .

CENTRAL AT 2nd • 242-9741 • ACRES OF PARKING
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Fleetwood
mQc

On
Video Tope

Each team, the guards and the
"butts, added 24 points in the coree relays to bring the final combined score to 152 to 151, the 'butts
winning by a nose.

10-3pm Daii.Y Sept. 12-16
In meso. Lounge in the
N.E. corner of the
SUB o.cross from Prontos
Sponsored b_y
student o.ctivities

'

FREE

FREE

~~;~==:::~~~~~~~~~~~~~;;~==~~~

emphasis sprint
on conditioning.
running,
work and Distance
leapfrog .
are just a few of the other drills
UNM employs to develop better
stronger skiers.
Klaus Weber and his crosscountry ski team goes through the
same training program that the
alpine ski team does.
As a whole training is not an easy
part of any sport but UNM's ski
team training program concentrates
on the whole individual athlete and
that's the key to a good solid
program.

f
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NMPIRG
New Mexico

- ...: _ _,_- ..... Public Interest Research Group

.The PiRG Board Of Directors
&
Staff
Invite All Students To Our

Wednesday: Antonioni's

1st Annual Open House

ECCLIPSE

Thurs., Sept. 15
12·4 pm
•
•
•
•

Thursday: .·. ·. · " •

~

Wed. times:
1:00 and a:·oo p.m.
Thur. and Fri.:
B:OO p.m. only

In the women's events it was the
lifeguards all th.e way, scoring a
decisive 64-49 victory over the
Halibutt girls. Theresa Grubbs led
the way for the guards, winning
three events. Grubbs grabbed the
freestyle event in a quick 28.6, the
fly in 31.2, and the breast in 37.1.
Sally Brown added some more to
the cause in taking the backstroke
with a35.2.
·

round proposition. Off-season
training at UNM continues through
the summer and fall with the

~

Lee Mitchell, an All-WAC honor- ~
able mention at free safety.
o
A( strong safety will be sopho- ~
more Eddie Forderway.
Q
The 1i nebacking corps should be b
fairly solid with Welton Cobb, Fred g
Moody, Mike Jackson and Harold 'cr.
Sampson swapping off.
.g'
At one defensive end slot will be <>
Elroy Stoglin, who was All-WAC
honorable mention last year. ' (:!!
The Miners meet the Lobes Nov. ~
5, 7:30p.m. at University Stadium. :..

College students
(with ID)$) .25
every Monday
Tuesday

s pI ash

bership wen! from eigh~ to more 26.05 victory in the fly, then took
than 20 warm-up,
SWimmers dunng
sday's
simplyThurout
numbered and out classed the more
experienced lifeguards in the mens
division, winning by a 79-63 count.
The 'butts were not entirely without
experience either, being led by
former AAU standouts Ron
Johnson, Bill McConnell, and
Mark Larragoite.
While Johnson won the 50-yard
free, grabbed second in the 100
individual medley, and added a
fourth in the 50-yard butterfly ,
McConnell was busy winning the
50-yard breaststroke. Larragoite
placed in each of his three events.
The lifeguards struck back with
Greg Baca, another AAU'cr, who
put on a dazzling display in winning
three events. First, he flew to a

The tight. end position will be the
deepest spot on the team with AllWAC honorable mention Dean
Allcorn leading the way, with
Curley Hubbard ani;! Da\e Waasted
close behind.
The offensive line will be anchored by Jim Martinez, a 6-3, 250
lb. All-WAC honorable mention
guard. Next to him will be Wade
Bradford, a 6-3, 225 lb. center,
along with Leonard Hill, a 6-3, 250
lb. tackle and Dennis Hughes at 63, 235 lb. playing the other guard.
Rick Puthicki will fill out the line at
the other tackle making the switch
from tight end.
The defensive secondary should
be a strong area for the Miners with
vets Bobby Duncan and Ken Yates
holding down the corner slots with

Ski Team In Training

UNM Ruggers Drop First Game
.

Call UsAt266·1981
3624 Central SE
Just East Of Carlisle
881·2212
262·1431
Montgomery Plaza
515 Wyoming NE

By JON TUTTLE
LOBO Sports Writer
More than 70 UNM swimmers,
some has-beens, some nevcr-weres,
and some never-will-be's, came
together Thursday and Saturday,
Sept. 8 and 10, for the Annual
• UNM Intramural swim meet.
When the pool was cleared and
the waves had died down, the
Halibutts, (yes, that's spelled
correctly), had come away with a
very narrow upset win over the
Lifeguards in the combined independent point standings.
In the frat competition, it was the
Sigma Alpha Epsilon men, led by
Richard Riley and Bill Beaumont,
who grabbed top honors with
another narrow victory over the
Sigma Chis by a 64-61 tally.
The Halibutts, whose mem-

MIKE WILLIAMS
WAC offensive MVP of·the week
Daily LOBO player of the week

In an attempt to successfully
kickoff the new program, Lobo
basketball coach Norm Ellenberger
will
also be on hand for the inagural
The program, which is scheduled
"Lobo Fan Club" get together.
to run from noon to about 1:30
Bill Walter· of the Alumni Assop.m., will cover all varsity athletics
atUNM.
ciation said each Wednesday get

*

WAC

\I M Sw I m Meet a

Football coach Bill Mondt will
show game films and answer
questions directly following.

ByPAULBROWN
The UNM Rugby team travelled
to Santa Fe last Saturday and
dropped its first regular season
game by the score of l0-6. UNM's .

UNIVERSITY OF
TEXAS AT EL PASO

PREVIEW

Lobo Fan Club K-icks Off

In an attempt to bring the student
popul11tion of UNM closer to Lobo
coaches and athletes, the UNM
Alumni Association will begin a
weekly program entitled "Lobo
Fan Club," today at noon in the
SUB Theatre.

hard work.
Another change Michaels hopes
to install is a new pro-type offense
and a4-3 defense.
To .help make the offense work,
the Miners will be lookin'g to
quarterback Oscar Ramirez.
A redshirt last year, Ramkez was
an All-American when he played
for Mesa (AZ) Community College
before he transferred to UTEP.
The man that might be the real
key for the Miner offense is Robert
(Ducky) Elliott. After two consecutive years of over 800 yards, Elliott
needs only about 500 more to break
the UTEP rushing record. For the
second straight year he was named
first team All-WAC as a fullback,
and was listed on the Associated
Press honorable mention AllAmerican list. •
To complete the backfield is
returning tailback Ray Holt. A
knee injury might make Holt's
position questionable but the
Miners will have support from
returning players Tanny Johnson
and Ron Bachofer.
At the split end position will be
Harold "Roach" Johnson, who as
a sophomore, led all Miner
receivers last year with 16 catches
for 314 yards.
The flanker position is nailed
down by6-l, 195 lb. B~bba Garcia.

.-2

Meet Our New Staff
See Our New Quarters
Review Our New Publications & Most
Importantly, Let Us Know What You'd Like
Us To Work On This Year

·

Independent Films
7:00 and 9:15

THE UNION

THEATRE

OLDTOWN
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Rates: 15c pet word per day, JJ minimum.
· 5 or more consecutive days,
9c per word per day
(no tefunds Jf canceled befote 5 Insertions).
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prices in town. F~st, pleasing. Call 265·2444 qr Female to share mobile home, handy to UNM. Prefer
grad. student, sr., or older per~on. 843-7244, 9/14
come to 1717 Girard NE. 9/30
A ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con· ROOMMATE WANTED; share apartmetJt
0
w/pharmacy major. $92.50 includes utilities .• John,
traccprion, sterilization, abortion. Right to Choose,
u
313 Girard S!>, Apt. #5, 9/14
294·0171. 12/3 '
·~
0
REFLEXOLOGY. Christine Jen.1cn, FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share 2 bed·
::;e FOOT
room apartment, $85.00 monthly plus phone &
Donation, 242·7613. t9/16
;:: PARTYIJ7 Largest disco & rock sound system in New
groceries. Call298·1353. 9/16
·
0
Mexico. Wide selection of music & D,J, Oreal for ROOM FOR RENT. Four bedroom house, washer,
air, yard. Ncar campus. 256·7285. $95.00 mon·
frat/,sor parties! Call292-0611. 9/14
c--1 GREEDY?
thly. 9/16
,...,
Make il to NED'S on Wednesdays for
Q)
NICE comfortable bedroom with use of kitchen and
their Special Drink Night! 9/14 .
living room. $100.00/month. :;:42-1046 weekdays,
Scholarships for graduate !tudy abroad. Fulbright
p...
9-5 [or appointment to see, 9/16
awards, minority grants, other fellowships, lnfor·
'malion & applications at Office of International MALE STUDENT wants to share apartment im·
mediately. 842·8563, 9/19
Programs, 1717 Roma NE. 9/16
HAPPY BIRTHDAY Uncle Willie, Dwana, ,Mr. Re· UTI tiTlES PAID. Green yard, cleaner l·bd., nicely
furnished, $13S.OO.. 262·1751, Valley Rentals.
search Director, Sir, (Dr. Coleman,) From the
$30.00 fee, 9/19
Minority Research Center, 9115
MARY: Sorry I missed you for lunch at Carrara's $120.00. l·bd., UNM area. Air & patio. 262-1751,
Valley Rentals. $30.00 fee, 9/19
Pizza, but I'll be there tomorrow night and I'll treat
you to a piua, NICK 9/14
2 BDR. House, Air conditioned, fenced for kids &
pet, $lW.OO. 262·1751, Valley Rentals. $30.00
fee. 9/19
·
MINUTES TO UNM. 1-bd., bills included, $75.00,
No lease, 262-1751, Valley Rentals. $30,00
FIND YOURSELF In !he Peace Corps. Ortega 233.
fee, 9/19
277·5907. fs
ALL BILLS PAJI). $90.00, 1-bd,, lots of class. 262FOUND small black/grey dog, female, UNM
1751, Valley Rentals. $30.00 fee. 9/19
campus. 881-3029. 9/14
EFFICIENCY FOR RENT: Furnished 1 block from
LOST 8/3, black Lab pup near Girard & Lomas.
university. $125,00/motllh, utilities paid, Call255·
Reward offered, 299-0035. 9/14
)676 9/20
FOUND: wlre.frame glasses, University near CHARMING CARRIAGE HOI:.ISE. Srudio apart·
Maxwell on 9/7. Claim at Marron Hall, Rm,
ment, private patio, Wood-burning stave, $159.00
105. 9/15
winter, $149.00 summer; including utillilcs. Down·
FOIJND: Engineering textbook & new blank notetown nren. Phone 842-0233 afrer 6 p.m. 9/20
book; 9/8 in Mechanical Engineering, Rm.102.
Claim at Mnrron Hall, Rm. lOS. 9/15
LOST: Brown wallet, Stadium/Mason concert. 2772778. 9/19
•
FOUND Sept, 10; grey white tabby, 500 block Owner transferred. Have to sell brand new Kirby Red
Classic Ill. Less than 2 months old, new guarantee.
Girard. Call Blair, 265-3094 or Pat, 262268-·139~. 9/20
0597. 9/19
20 USED PORTABLE TVs, $30 to S60. 441
Wyoming NE, 255·5987. 10/ IS
Singer sewing macbines left in .layaway. Several
Singers, Whites, etc. Equipped to buttonhole and
QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
7jgzag. Balance of $19,77 and take machine. 266·
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
5871 9120
scholastic. Charts & tables. 34S·212S. 10/IS
Pioneer repossessed stereo. Complete stereo system,
LSAT·MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare now.
full-sized turntable, big speakers, big AM/FM
Call PENM 842·5200, tfn
stereo tape player. Assume payments of $7.82 per
mo. 266-5872, 9/20
TYPING: MA, English, on·campus. 296-8564, fs
NEW Sony Trinatron, unclaimed in layaway. Color
WILL TUTOR: Spanish, English, composition. 243·
TV, brand new guarnn.tee, no down payment.S7,7'
1073. 9/16
per month till balance Is paid off. 268-4394. 9/20
TYPING, 1st quality. 883-7787. 10/11
O.E.
Portable Color TV, SIOO.OO.·B & W TV, $40.00.
PRIVATE SPANISH LESSONS. Certified teacher
268-9153. 9/14
with M.A. All levels, 266-0357. 9/16
MATTRESS & IJOXSPRINO, twin size, $35.00 set.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST; legal, manuscripts, mtd·
268-001,, 911'
ical, statistical, genernl. Call266-4770. 9/16
HAM RADIO EQUIPMENT, complete station. 298CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS. Guilar pedagogy
0837, more details. 9/1 S
major, 8 years experience. 255-1842 9/20
'75 VW SCIROCCO, 537,0.00. 277-2841, Mike
AIKIDO CLASSES. Sandia Judo Clubs, Sarurday
Welsh. 9/lS
9:00·10:30 a.m., Sunday 11:00·12 noon. Call255·
SKATEBOARD SA l.E. Dennen's, Trackers, Simms,
4629. 9/16
0 & S, 2S~t off complete boards; lS"lo off parts.
SERVI! in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233. 277Tennishop, :2901 Indian School Road NE, 2625907. rs
1691.9/20
WAKE UP CALLS made day or night. For a S·day
CHEAP WATERBEDS! Water Trips, 3407 Central
week, SS.OO monthly; 7·day week, $6.00 monthly,
NE, Studen[ Specials: S89.9S pius lax buys you I)
243·2368. 9/16
basic noorframe, 2) safety liner, 3) anf size
VOLVO REPAIR. Reasonable, good, guaranteed.
waterbcd mattress (3·ycar guarantee), 4) roam
Call Mike, 247·9083 eves. 9/19
comfort pad. 268·8455. 9/14
PAPERS TYPED oncampus.296-3138. 9/19
HP 25, $100.00. Includes 2 chargers, owner's hand·
book, programming handbook, case, programming
BIORHYTHM CHARTS: I year/Sl.OO; include
blanks pad. 881-5071. 9116
S.A.S.E., birthdate: P.O. llox 26544, Albuquer·
que, N.M. 87125 9120
GRETGH HOLLOWDODY GUITAR, Vintage, for
onlyS2SO.OO. Call Victor; 255·8295. 9/20
NEED HELP WJTH PAI'ERS? Revision, editing,
typing, 281-3001. 9/20
HONDA CR ELSINORE 125M-MX, $350.00, Call
Sieve, 277·52&5. 9120
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FORSALE

SERVICES

EMPLOYMENT

Work in the .PEACE CORPS. Ortega 233, 277·
5907. fs
PARTTIME JOB: Sales, flexible hours, good pay.
Possible fuU·time during breaks, Call: Pl1il Fran·
czyk, t,L.U., 292-2830, 9/30
PART TIME: men & women sales clerks- stacking,
Must be aver 21 years old. Apply In person, no
phone calls. SAVE· WAY liquor stores, 5516
Menaullllvd., NE& 5704 Lomas NE.
10/6
COCKTAIL WAITRESS:. Top pay, corrunissions,
tips. Apply Cal, 5001 Lomas NE, after 9:30
pm. 9/16
DOOR, floor personnel for niteclub, Goad wages,
working,~onditions. See Cal, 5601 Lomas NE, after
9:30pm. 9/16
NEED FOUR PEOPLE part time. $400,00 per
month. For appt, can 881-4585, 1 p.m •• 3 p.m.
only. 9/16
PART TIME INSTRUCTORS: $3,00/hr. Arts &
crafts, dance, exercise, cooking, guitar, piano, etc.
For fall term. Call YWCA, 247-8841 9/15
PART TIME JOB, $500.00 a month. For more information, call294·2064, 2.4 p.m. 9/14
ATIRACTIVE MODELS NJ;EDED; pose nude for
publication. for more information, please call242·
6477, afternoons only. Ask for A. C. 9120

7.

titudont Research funds are now available.
Pick upO Pppllontlons at GSA offices In the ,

sua.

Graduate departmental student bodies need
to charter by Fri., Sept, 16 lun order to get fun·
ding from GSA •
Information Is available regarding classes In
jitterbug and disco !lt the regular Ballroom Dan·
ce Club meetln(l s h11ld Friday~> at 7:30·9:30 In
the SUB Ballroom.
The Coalition ot to Help Ease. World Star·
The ASUNM Elections Commission will hold
vatlon will hold an organizational meetlngThur.,
Its sepond candidates' meeting today at 3:30
Sept, 15 at 3:30p.m. In rm.108 of the Sociology
p.m. In rm. 231·E Of the SUB.
Bldg,
.
q • The National Wildlife Federation offers En·
The next USA meeting will be held Wep,
vlronmental Cons.ervation Fellowships to
graduate students forprolects during tile 177·78 . The next USA meeting will pe held Wed.,
Sept. 21 from noon until 1 p.m. at the Kiva. All
academic year, For Information call Lynzee at
- mayoral candidates are scheduled to appear.
277-4467.
.
, The public Is Invited to the Chicano Studies
Applications for 1977 Homecoming Queen
"Open House" on Sept, 1 6 from noon· until 6
are available In the Alumni Office In the SUB
p.m. Free food, refreshments and Jive en·
today, Tl]e deadline far applications and letters
tertalnment will be offered.
of recommendation Is Fri., Sept. 23 at rioon.
The Kiva Club will hold a council meeting to
night at 7. All council members and alternates
are to attend,
•
The Hispanic Engineering Organization will
meet tonight at 71n roam'307 of the FEC.
A panel of foreign students from UNM will be
discussing problems of developln·g countries an
Thur., Sept. 15 at 3:30p.m. at the International
Center, 1808 Las Lamas NE.
The Wagon Wheel Suuare Dance Club dances
every Thursday In rm 776 of Johnson Gym at 7
p.m. No partner or e>~perlence necessa1 y.

BOOTS

TRAVEL

CAR POOL TO SCHOOL! LTC, 265-9860 126. 91.16
CHRISTMAS FLIGHTS?? THINK now, fly later.
Reservations nt Intercontinental Travel Centre.
255·6830 12·6. 9/16

8.

Ladie's & Men's

20°/o

MISCELLANEOUS

FREE to good home w/yard, Setter-cross black ·
female, 8 mo., w/shots. Faye, 298·5543; after 7
p.m., 34S-109S. 9/14
The last Tolkien-SILMARILLION-now at UNM
llookstore! 9/IS
FREE SEX, POT and you from government control.
Libertarian Studenl Party forming Sept. 15th, 7·9
p.m .. SUB, Rm. 250-D. 9/15
ATHEIST CLUB'S organization meeting, September
20th, 7-9 p.m., sun 250-E. 9/20
We go to the last, and nat to Jasi-Robert Lowell,
March I, 1917 ·September 12, 1977, 9/14

Off
lobo
men's
shop.
2120 Central SE

•

Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS
1 Man's name
4 Ability to act
9 Fastener
12 Ventilate
13 Prepared
14 Nahoor
sheep
15 Courageous
17 Breathing
loudly in
sleep
19 Volcanic
emanation
21 Devoured
22 Gift
25 Savory
29 French
article
30 Go in
32 Young
salmon
33 Greek leiter
35 Singing
voice

37

Period of lime
38 Assistant
40 European
ermine
42 Symbol for
tantalum
43 Parent
(colloq.)
45 Mixed
47 Condensed
moisture
49 Pintail duck
50 Miserable
condition
54 Babylonian
hero ·
57 Possesstve
pronoun
58 Smooth the
feathers of
60 Wheel tooth
61 Shallow
vessel
62 Garment
'63 Couple

DOWN
.1 E:xperimental

.....

room
(colloq.)
2 Goddess of
healing
3 Pope's veil
4 Forestall
5 Faroe
Islands
whirlwind
6 Existed
7 Girl's name
BHindy
peasants
9 Greek letter
10 Hostelry
11 Scold
16 Urn
18 Harvest
'
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5

23
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Poker

stakes
22 Beg
23 Nerve
networks
24 Temporary
shelter (pl.)
1 2 3

22

·y f'

54
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60

63
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Feature SyndiCAte,
Inc,

come to Ned's.

Some places get to be famous just because it's fun to be there. South Station is one.
Ned's is anothcr.l'coplc have known about Ned's for years. Famous for sandwiches,
good bands, super drinks, reasonable prices. Ned's has an inside full of cozy booths,
and now an outside patio with cool shade, hanging plants and a fountain. And
there's Wednesday night at Ned's. And Friday afternoon, too.
Ned's is a good time. All the time. There's something for everyone. Something for
you, There's no place like Ned's!

243·6954

